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The U.S. Navy is considering the potential capability of small ships to contribute to TSC activities in the War on Terror and other identified tasks. The RAND Corporation’s objective was to establish characteristics appropriate for small ships in this context. RAND was directed to focus its analysis on TSC operations in sub-Saharan Africa, with 21 countries of interest to the U.S. Navy identified.

In addressing this problem, RAND analysts found several questions that must first be answered, including the following:

- What is a suitable concept of operations for a small ship to be used in TSC? What other ship missions would relate to TSC missions?
- What additional missions should a small ship be prepared to conduct in order to obtain cooperation from potential partner nations?
- What tasks are required by the above missions? What capabilities are required to conduct these tasks? What ship characteristics are needed to provide these capabilities?
- What is the nature of the U.S. Navy’s interest in foreign navies, and how would a small ship interact with these navies?
- What are the environmental constraints on ship characteristics? Do sea state considerations in regions of interest put a lower bound on vessel size? How do sea state considerations affect the concept of employment?
• What types of ships do other countries use in their TSC programs, and what candidate ships are available commercially? What can be said about cost?

Three general classes of vessels suitable for use as a small ship in TSC are identified in this report. Differing primarily in size and level of support required, they are the

• Nearshore patrol vessel. These vessels displace fewer than 100 tons. They require logistic and operational support, including the following: hotel services; refueling, rearmament, and re-supply; additional small vessel rotational crews; maintenance facilities and support; feed of situational awareness;¹ and provision of additional command, control, communications, computers, and intelligence (C4I) support.² A specialized mothership would be required for these vessels.

• Coastal patrol vessel. These vessels displace 300–700 tons. They require some logistic and operational support, including the following: regular refueling and re-supply; some situational awareness; and tailored C4I support. These vessels would benefit from a mothership of opportunity.

• Offshore patrol vessel. These vessels displace approximately 1,500 tons. They would benefit from some logistic and operational support, including the following: occasional refueling and re-supply; some situational awareness; and tailored C4I support. These vessels require no mothership.

These ship classes, their requirements based upon a task evaluation, and evaluations of the ship classes were arrived at using a “strategies-

---

¹ A nearshore patrol vessel, particularly one envisaged as a cheap, simple solution suitable for use by partner nations, would not have the systems or personnel needed to compile a sophisticated operational picture. The support vessel (or shore facility) would need to do this.

² Again, a very small vessel will not have adequate personnel to undertake wide area command and control or sufficient space to accommodate enhanced communications and intelligence equipment.
to-tasks” methodology. The strategies-to-tasks methodology identifies the tasks needed to achieve specific military objectives, starting with the National Military Strategy and cascading down through national military objectives, campaign objectives, operational objectives, operational tasks, functions, and, finally, operational systems. This assessment of ship characteristics stops short of defining ship systems.

The nearshore patrol vessel is the smallest and least-expensive vessel with greatest access to shallow waters and minor ports. The low unit procurement cost would be offset for the U.S. Navy, however, by the need for a dedicated, specialized mothership to support this vessel. The nearshore patrol vessel has the worst habitability, would be the least survivable in rough seas or because of enemy action, and would be the least-capable vessel. Finally, while it is an attractive entry-level vessel to some nations, potential partner nations are now buying larger vessels.

The coastal patrol vessel is also a small vessel with good access to shallow waters and minor ports. Increased size gives this vessel numerous operational advantages over the nearshore vessel, including better survivability, greater endurance, and improved habitability. Coastal patrol vessels would not need a specialized mothership and could be supported by a suitable vessel of opportunity, although such a ship might not provide as much support as a specialized mothership. The larger size of the coastal patrol vessel would enable it to work more comfortably with the relatively larger vessels (over 1,000 tons) now being purchased by potential partner nations.

The offshore patrol vessel is the largest of the vessels considered in this study. It would have the greatest independence of operation and is the most capable and versatile vessel, able to undertake long patrols. In size, it is the most comparable to the larger vessels being purchased by potential partner nations. With these advantages comes increased cost, however. A fixed budget would allow fewer to be purchased, potentially reducing regional presence.

---

Study Team Observations

In this quick survey report on small ships, the RAND team did not draw definitive conclusions; rather, we present several observations for the U.S. Navy to consider in a more definitive study of the small ships phenomenon and their employment in the War on Terror. First, the U.S. Navy needs to give more consideration to the constabulary needs of potential partner nations in order to gain the increased access it needs to undertake TSC (and, potentially, operations in support of the War on Terror).

Second, whatever small vessel is chosen, success in TSC will greatly depend on the qualities of the crew. Small ship personnel will need to be specialized (with language training, for example) and they will require stability in their assignments to assure adequate time in theater and to prevent untimely personnel rotations. In this way, they will stand a better chance of building long-term relationships with the navies of partner nations. We recommend that the crews of these vessels be specially selected, with skills akin to those of special operations forces teams, and that they be given specific training to improve their abilities in constabulary and TSC tasks.

Third, while specialized motherships offer advantages in terms of operational suitability, they also have the disadvantage of needing to be procured through a formal acquisition process that could delay the implementation of the small vessel concept. In addition, such vessels might have limited utility in wider combat operations and would represent significant additional cost to the U.S. Navy.

Fourth, there is value in quantity. Having many of these small ships would be more beneficial to the U.S. Navy’s concept of a vessel for the War on Terror than fewer. A squadron of five ships, for example, could support each other and provide the necessary intelligence and command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR) meshing that a larger ship alone could not.

Fifth, most countries of interest are gravitating toward larger rather than smaller ships. If the U.S. Navy wants to operate with those navies in the future, a comparable ship should be considered. If the
U.S. Navy wishes to sell such a ship through the U.S. Department of State’s Foreign Military Sales program, the larger ship again seems to be of more interest to potential partner nations (based on their recent ship procurements).

Sixth, while motherships (i.e., Navy combatants especially configured to support one or more small ships) offer advantages, they are costly and potentially vulnerable because they probably could not access the same ports as the ships they are designed to support.

Finally, the study team does not recommend the nearshore patrol vessel. Considerations of fuel, stores, and crew fatigue give it the least endurance of the three potential solutions. Crew fatigue will be exacerbated by the small crew size (approximately ten persons), which will also require steady crew rotation and the need for multiple crews in theater. It has the worst habitability, especially in difficult sea states, and is least survivable in terms of both seakeeping and vulnerability to small arms fire. It was seen as least capable of performing the overall constabulary and TSC missions, and would be most dependent on a dedicated mothership for capability.

This study is a preliminary analysis of new or changing missions that the U.S. Navy may face as it attempts to partner with maritime nations beyond those with which it has enjoyed longstanding relationships. It was not possible in this small study to be as definitive in our research and analysis as we might desire. Additionally, the U.S. Navy may wish to test and develop our concept of employment, looking at issues such as how to get the small vessels into a theater and support them once deployed. Other key steps might include determining the force structure of the mothership (number and type) and the small vessels. Finally, small vessels may be able to contribute to missions beyond those of constabulary and TSC.

**Next Steps for the U.S. Navy**

We suggest that the U.S. Navy validate and further develop a concept of employment for the small ships. The concept of employment should consider:
how the small ship reaches the theater of interest
• how the small ship is supported in theater, including
  – the potential use of contractor logistic support
  – new manning options, including longer tours for crew
  – the concept of the mothership and its use, including cost, basing rights, load lists, etc.
  – the possibility of partner nation support, including the potential advantage of working in-country with a host nation and the potential disadvantage to force protection
  – issues of force structure, including the merits of squadrons for combined operations and the issue of support if the ships are not homeported or based in a host nation.

Finally, the potential roles for a small ship outside the TSC world should be examined.

Epilogue

Shortly after this analysis was briefed out to the U.S. Navy, the service was tasked to examine the PC-1 Cyclone Class as a small ship for use in TSC. For use in TSC, the PC-1 was to be given an updated propulsion system and improved command and control for greater connectivity. A non-stabilized 25-mm gun was to be replaced by a stabilized 25-mm gun. The PC-1 displaces 331 tons, placing it toward the low end of the notional coastal patrol vessel band (300–700 tons).

At the U.S. Navy’s request, the RAND study team conducted a short follow-on study of the PC-1 using data on these updates and improvements. We found that the PC-1 would be somewhat less capable than the notional coastal patrol vessel used in this study, but that mothership support would render it fully capable. This result was accepted for use by the U.S. Navy.

4 The U.S. Navy transferred most ships of the PC-1 Cyclone Class to the U.S. Coast Guard in 2000. The U.S. Coast Guard then redesignated them the PC-179 Class.